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Theme for the year:  Living Wisely /  
 Dwelling in Wisdom from Day to Day 
 

Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 6:32-33 (New Jerusalem Bible): 
If you wish it, my [beloved], you can be taught; apply yourself,  
and you will become intelligent.  If you love listening, 
you will learn, if you pay attention, you will become wise. 

 
March’s Focus:  Simplicity 
            Wisdom as the Feminine Face of God is pure and total simplicity.  
 
Scripture  Reading:   
 
 Resplendent and unfading is Wisdom, and she is readily perceived by 
those who love her, and found by those who seek her. 
She hastens to make herself known in anticipation of their desire; whoever 
watches for her at dawn shall not be disappointed, for one shall find her 
sitting by the gate.  (Wisdom 6: 12-14) 
 
 Reading:  
 
Holding back who you are is hiding. Holding back what you have is 
hesitation. Hiding and hesitation keep you from Wisdom. 
Holding back nothing of who you are is honesty. Holding back nothing of 
what you have is simplicity. Honesty and simplicity are the ways to Wisdom 
When you find Her, hold her tightly. Do not let Her go, but surrender 
yourself to Her in perfect rest and joy. You find rest because you are no 
longer pretending to be what you are not. You find joy because you are no 
longer hoarding what you have. (The Divine Feminine – Rabbi Rami Shapiro) 
 
 

Reading: 
 
Wisdom does not play hard to get. Her natural inclination is to love those 
who love Her, and to reveal Herself to those who seek Her. So often you 



excuse laziness by claiming Wisdom is too demanding and yet all She asks 
of you is love. “Seek and you will find” (Matthew 7:7) - the seeking is the 
finding. Loving is being loved. She is waiting for you. 
 
 Reading: 
 
The poor of the world do not have the luxury of assuming that external 
things will offer them fulfillment. They don’t have access to them, so they 
have to find life at a deeper, immediate, and simpler level. In this, they 
have a huge head start, and that is probably why Jesus begins his Sermon 
on the Mount with “How happy are the poor…” (Matt. 5:3) 
(Simplicity – Richard Rohr) 
 
Reading: 
 
To live simply is to live gently, keeping in mind always the needs of the 
planet, other creatures, and the generations to come. In doing this we lose 
nothing, because the interests of the whole naturally include our own….In 
claiming nothing for ourselves, we have everything, for everything is ours to 
enjoy as part of the whole.  (Eknath Easwaran – Original Goodness: On the 
Beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount) 
 
 
 
In the various readings above, try to stay with the one or more that 
resonate within you. 
 
 

 
Focus Question:  How are we challenged to live simply? What effect does 
this have on our lives, our relationship with God and with others?  
 
 
 


